JURIS P. PRUDENCE®
RESTORATIVE SCHOOL PROGRAM

The Juris P. Prudence Restorative School Program is a K-5 whole-school approach to developing student leaders, addressing discipline through restorative practices, promoting diversity and inclusion, teaching social and emotional learning (SEL), while introducing students to principles of the actual legal system. Fictional kid lawyer, Juris P. Prudence, teaches kids how to lead using restorative practices in this state of the art program.

- For K-5 schools
- Created by an attorney with a passion for developing young leaders
- Rewards based
- Aligned with the Common Core Standards for Writing, Speaking, and Listening
- Promotes diversity and inclusion and SEL
- Uses positive behavioral supports and interventions

JURIS P. PRUDENCE IS A KID LAWYER WHO TEACHES KIDS HOW TO LEAD

The JPPRSP uses fictional, storybook kid lawyer, Juris P. Prudence, to teach kids how to lead and serve in their schools and communities.

Students learn about the legal system by using JPPRSP's restorative tools, curriculum, and lesson plans.

The JPPRSP trains teachers on how to systematically implement restorative practices in the classroom.

Learn more at www.jurispprudence.com